Submission
Author(s) submits file to IP via eScholarship with all relevant information.

1. Submission Queue
Co-rédacteurs en chef assign the submission to two members of editorial board: one rédacteur de validation (RV) and one rédacteur d’avancement (RA).

2. Deliberation
The submission’s assigned RV and RA reach a preliminary editorial decision.

3. Roundtable Review
The RV and RA offer their recommendation. Final decision reached by full comité de rédaction.

4. 3-Stage Review Process
First-stage acceptances are subject to deliberation and roundtable review two additional times for a total of three stages of editorial review.

5. Submission Editing
Author(s) review copyedits and final revision suggestions before publication.

6. Publication
Papers are bundled as volumes and scheduled for public release online.

Submission Archive
Complete records of submissions for accepted and declined papers.

Feedback Relay
Management staff receive decisions and prepare further instructions to send to author(s).

Preliminary Copyedits
Initial copyedits in 2nd and 3rd editorial stages and comprehensive review of documentation style.

Final copyediting, layout/formatting, and proofreading.

Departmental Advisory Board
Faculty advisor and graduate student advisors conduct professional review.

Current Issue
Readers may access articles online.

Key — Task Facilitation
- Co-rédacteurs en chef
- RVs and RAs
- Comité de rédaction
- Chef d’édition
- Secrétaires de rédaction
- Author
- Reader